Kevin and Danielle Jonas Are
‘Always
Talking’
About
Another Celebrity Baby

By Katie Gray
Celebrity babies are on the brain! Kevin and Danielle Jonas
are talking about going through another celebrity pregnancy
and having another baby. The married celebrity couple are
parents to a daughter, Alena Rose, who is 20 months old. In
the latest celebrity news regarding the lovely pair, they
stated that they are “always talking” about giving their
daughter a sibling. According to People.com, this pair will
celebrate their six year anniversary in December.

This duo may have more celebrity
baby news soon! How do you know if
you’re ready to have another child?
Cupid’s Advice:
If you already have a child, you may be pondering whether it’s
a good idea to have another one. Cupid has some tips on how to
know when you’re ready for another child:
1. Timing is everything: When the time is right, you have to
embrace it. Everything happens for a reason and things always
fall into place. If your biological clock is ticking, then you
should have another one if that is what you want. If you have
the time to devote to caring for another baby and you are
financially stable, then go for it!
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Mumford and Mulligan
Welcome Baby
2. Baby needs a sibling: Some parents choose to have multiple
children so that their kids can grow up together and bond.
When you already have one child, you need to decide if you
want to have more. If you do, then start trying for another
baby so that they can be similar in age and grow up together.
Related Link: The Rock and GF Are Expecting
3. Your lifestyle allows for it: If you are a working parent
outside of the home, but have the opportunity to work from
home, then that would be a great time to have more children.
If you have the energy, time, money and room for another baby,
then you are all set. What is important is making sure that
you and your partner are prepared. If your bond is strong,
then you can make it work!
How have you known when it was time to have another child?

Share your stories with us below!

